
 

 

 

MAHESH  PUBLIC  SCHOOL 

Report of Co-curricular Activities – May 2019 

 

POOL PARTY - 

 The Adoring Angels of pre-primary wing had a cool of way 

‘Beating the Heat’ as they enjoyed an exciting ‘Pool Party’. Dressed 

in stylish swim wear, they plunged into the cool pool and entertained 

themselves thoroughly as the fresh water washed away all the heat 

from their body and prepared them for new academic session.  

MANGO DAY -  

 The ‘Mango Day’ was celebrated for our blooming flowers. 

Different delicacies prepared from mango like mango flavoured Ice 

Cream, Mango Shake, Mango Cream etc. were tasted and enjoyed by 

the little ones.  

LEMON DAY - 

 EAT, SLEEP, LEMON REPEAT - With this aim, to convey the 

benefits of lemon during the summer, the ‘Lemon Day’ was 

celebrated and the kindergarten enjoyed the taste of Lemonade.    

RED DAY - 

 Colours are indeed the smile of nature - With this objective, the 

‘Red Day’ was celebrated by the small wonders of pre-primary wing. 



 

 

This celebration was a wonderful learning activity and it helped the 

children to understand the concept of ‘Primary Colours’. 

 MOTHER’S DAY - 

 “God could not be everywhere and therefore he made mothers” 

 To pay the tribute with reverence to our mother figure          

‘Mother’s Day’ was celebrated. A solo song competition was 

held and the children participated enthusiastically and conveyed 

their love and affection through their heart touching songs.  

 

• On 10th May, a ‘Road Safety Programme’ was conducted by Mr. 

Bharat Jangid (The Transport Inspector) to make the students 

aware about the ‘Road Safety Rules’. 

 

• The   ‘Summer Camp’ was organized from 13th May to 23rd May 

for the students of ‘Mahesh Public School’. Different clubs were 

formed and many activities were designed to improve the hidden 

talent of the children. 

 

• On the occasion of ‘Rajasthan Police Day’ an ‘Arms Fair’was 

visited by the students of class X. 
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